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Homoepitaxial Growth of Pt on Pt(100)-hex: Effects of Strongly Anisotropic Diffusion
and Finite Island Sizes

T. R. Linderoth,1 J. J. Mortensen,2 K. W. Jacobsen,2 E. Lægsgaard,1 I. Stensgaard,1 and F. Besenbacher1

1CAMP, Institute of Physics and Astronomy, University of Aarhus, DK 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark
2CAMP, Department of Physics, Technical University of Denmark, DK 2800 Lyngby, Denmark

(Received 22 January 1996)

Nucleation and growth of Pt on the reconstructed Pt(100)-hex surface was studied by scanning
tunneling microscopy. A detailed autocorrelation analysis of island positions reveals direct evidence
for strongly anisotropic diffusion, and from the island size distribution, which obeys a simple scaling
relation, we conclude that the mobility of dimers is negligible. Finally, kinetic Monte Carlo simulations,
incorporating anisotropy in diffusion and finite island sizes, yield new insight into how these two
factors affect the island size distribution and the scaling behavior of island density with temperature and
deposition rate. [S0031-9007(96)00572-8]

PACS numbers: 61.16.Ch, 68.35.Fx, 68.55.–a
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The understanding of the initial stages of metal
metal growth has improved considerably in the last f
years not least because of detailed scanning tunne
microscopy (STM) studies with atomic or near-atom
resolution [1–3]. Especially the island nucleation a
growth scenario for simple isotropic systems [4] has b
put on a much firmer basis, while the understanding
anisotropic and reconstructed systems [5–8] is less
founded.

In this Letter, we present comprehensive STM meas
ments on the submonolayer homoepitaxial nucleation
growth of Pt on the reconstructed Pt(100)-hex surfa
which exhibits a highly anisotropic surface morpholog
Island positions, sizes, and number densities have b
determined over a wide range of deposition rate (R) and
temperature (T ), and these data are compared with
results of kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations. It
shown how a thorough statistical analysis of the exp
mental data, in the form of autocorrelation functions
island positions and normalized island size distributio
in a unique way supplements the information usually
tracted from the scaling of island density withR and T .
New insight into the way in which highly anisotropic di
fusion in combination with finite island sizes influenc
the scaling of island density and the island size distri
tion is presented. More specifically, the autocorrelat
analysis reveals that the islands are anisotropically
tributed, implying a highly anisotropic surface diffusion
Pt adatoms. The island size distributions, which by pro
scaling collapse onto a single scaling curve, confirm t
the diffusion is anisotropic, reveal an early onset of
alescence, and indicate a negligible dimer mobility. T
island densities conform with the usual type of scal
law, Nx , sRyhdx , whereh denotes an effective adato
hopping rate andx is found to be 0.27. From this result,
is concluded that the critical island sizei is 1, correspond-
ing to dimers being stable, and that the surface diffus
is described by an effective barrierEd  0.43 eV.
0031-9007y96y77(1)y87(4)$10.00
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The experiments were performed in an ultrahig
vacuum system equipped with an STM. The sample w
sputter cleaned followed by annealing to 970 K, resulti
in terraces of several thousand Å width. Evaporati
was performed from a resistively heated Pt filament, a
the sample temperature was measured by a thermoco
mounted to the back of the sample. The evaporation r
was determined from the evaporation time, controll
by a shutter, and the deposited coverage, as determ
from the STM images. Depositions were performe
at five temperatures between 318 and 497 K. At ea
temperature, several rates were used, correspondin
deposition times ranging from 10 to 1800 sec. For ea
set of deposition parameters,2000 individual islands on
large step-free terraces were analyzed.

Pt belongs to the class of late 5d metals, the clean
(100) surfaces of which reconstruct by forming a co
tracted quasihexagonal (hex) layer resting on top of
quadratic substrate [9–11]. Figure 1(a) shows an ato
ically resolved STM image of the Pt(100)-hex surfac
The hex layer is oriented such that there is alignme
between the close-packed directions in the two layers
dicated by white line segment). The misfit between t
two layers leads to a characteristic height modulatio

FIG. 1. STM images of (a) the Pt(100)-hex surface (140 3
140 Å2), (b) monoatomically high islands obtained after P
deposition (R  2.3 3 1024 site21 sec21, T  389 K, 1400 3
1400 Å2). Inset: Edge of island, atomically resolved.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 87
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Perpendicularly to the line, this height modulation ha
periodicity of six top-layer atoms, and is seen as rowl
structures running parallel to the line, henceforth refer
to as the direction of the reconstruction rows. Althou
the atoms in the topmost layer have a nearly hexag
arrangement, which might indicate isotropic diffusion
adatoms, the highly anisotropic large-scale surface m
phology of the Pt(100)-hex phase points towards stron
anisotropic effects in the Pt adatom diffusion. Homoe
taxial growth on this surface is also interesting since
reconstruction is known to be lifted by the adsorption
various molecules [9,10].

As shown in Fig. 1(b), deposition of a submonolay
amount of Pt on the Pt(100)-hex surface results in the
mation of monoatomically high islands, which also exhi
the characteristic height modulation of the reconstruct
Initially Nx increases with the Pt coverage until a satu
tion is reached. The subsequent measurements discu
here are made in the saturation regime at a coverag
ø0.07 ML. The islands are compact, and at the high
temperatures they are of a regular rectangular shape
an aspect ratio (lengthywidth) between 1 and 3, and li
oriented with their long edge parallel to the direction
the reconstruction rows. Since the Pt islands are foun
be reconstructed, it is believed that a transformation fr
a quasihexagonal to a quadratic arrangement of the a
takes place underneath a growing island.

The spatial correlations between the islands can be
vestigated quantitatively by considering the autocorre
tion function for the island positions. This is construct
from all images corresponding to a given set ofsR, T d by
superposing from a common origin all interisland vect
connecting the center of gravity for two islands. The a
tocorrelation function, as shown in Fig. 2(a), reveals t
the density of interisland vectors is significantly reduc
in the direction parallel to the reconstruction rows, th
demonstrating a clear anisotropy in the correlation of
island positions. This is exactly the expected behavio
adatom diffusion is highly anisotropic with the fast dire
tion along the reconstruction rows. The central region

FIG. 2. Autocorrelation functions for island positions. (a) E
periment: R  2.3 3 1024 site21 sec21, T  389 K, 1600 3
1600 Å2. The regions with a reduced density of interisla
vectors point exactly in the direction of the reconstruction ro
(b) Simulation:hxyhy  1000, hxyR  109, 261 3 261 sites.
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the histogram with no interisland vectors is mainly due
the finite sizes and shapes of the islands.

In Fig. 3(a), the island size distributions for differen
temperatures at a fixed rate are shown. If the isla
sizes are measured relative to the average island sizesav ,
the normalized distributions possess a universal sca
behavior and collapse onto a single curve [8]fssysav d,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). Such scaling has previously be
discussed theoretically in both the isotropic [8,12] a
anisotropic cases [8] and confirmed experimentally [3]
the case of isotropic diffusion.

In order to gain insight into the effects of anisotrop
diffusion and finite island sizes on the described obs
vations, kMC simulations have been performed. Pt(10
hex has a very complex surface morphology, and m

FIG. 3. (a) Island size distributions showing the densityNs of
islands of sizes (R  8 3 1023 site21 sec21, temperatures as
stated in figure). (b) Top: The same distributions as in (
scaled according to the proposal of Ref. [8]. The fact that
439 K result differs slightly might be ascribed to small fluctu
tions in the deposited coverage. Bottom: Comparison to sim
lations. Circles: Average over the five scaled distribution
Solid line: Strongly anisotropic diffusion (hxyhy  1000,
hxyR  109). Dashed line: Isotropic diffusion (hxyhy  1,
hyR  109). Dash-dotted line: Strongly anisotropic diffusio
of both monomers and dimers (hxyhy  1000, hxyR  109).
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likely the corrugation of the Pt(100) substrate gives r
to a distribution of energy barriers on the hex overlay
We make no attempt at directly reproducing this. I
stead we adopt the simplest model containing anisotr
in diffusion and compact islands of finite sizes. Adatom
are deposited on a square lattice at a rateR and are al-
lowed to jump to the four nearest neighbors with rateshx,
hy for jumps along thex and y directions, respectively
the anisotropy being controlled by the ratiohxyhy. Two
adatoms will aggregate irreversibly upon encounter a
thereby nucleate an island. Adatoms captured by an
land are placed at an edge site of the island in such a
that islands are always compact and approximately squ
The simulation is stopped at a coverage of 0.07 ML.

The experimentally determined autocorrelation funct
may be compared with one obtained from such sim
kMC simulations. The autocorrelation plot in Fig. 2(
was obtained from simulations withhxyR  109 [13],
and for an anisotropy ofhxyhy  1000, which is the
order of magnitude giving the best agreement with
experimentally obtained autocorrelation function.

The scaled island size distribution is also reproduc
by the kMC simulations withhxyhy  1000 as shown
in Fig. 3(b). The scaled distribution differs from th
ones obtained earlier for isotropic diffusion [12] an
in a point-island model, for anisotropic diffusion [8
Especially, the island size where the distribution tak
on its maximum value is less than the average isla
size. This is mainly a result of coalescence due to
finite island sizes. For high diffusional anisotropies, t
extent of an island in the direction of slow diffusion ca
already at rather small coverages become comparab
the diffusion length in that direction, giving rise to a
earlier onset of coalescence as compared to the cas
isotropic diffusion. This is indeed the case for Pt(100
hex, where the islands are compact with a relatively sm
aspect ratio. In the simulations, this effect can clea
be seen: By neglecting coalescence when evaluating
island sizes, the peak position in the scaled distribut
moves very close to the average island size.

The island size distribution can also be used to es
lish whether the main diffusing objects are monomers
dimers (or even larger islands) [14]. Figure 3(b) shows
simulated island size distribution if dimers are assigned
same mobility as monomers. The resulting scaled isl
size distribution clearly has a much higher peak value t
the observed distribution, and consequently we concl
that the mobility of dimers is negligible as compared
that of the monomers.

A change in the critical island size away fromi  1
also affects the island size distribution. Simulated isla
size distributions fori  0 are seen to be monotonicall
decaying functions [12] as opposed to the presen
observed distribution. This shows that nucleation is
due to pinning at impurities or special sites on the surfa
The fact thati fi 0 also rules out the possibility tha
.
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nucleation is due to local “deconstruction” events, whi
is interesting keeping in mind that the reconstruction
lifted under a growing island. The changes for high
critical island sizes (i  2, 3, . . .) are more delicate and to
address these possibilities we turn to the scaling beha
of the saturation island density as a function ofsR, T d.

From mean-field rate-equation descriptions of the n
cleation process [4,8], the saturation island densityNx is
expected to vary as

Nx ,
µ

R
n

∂x

expsxEykT d , E  Ed 1 Eiyi , (1)

whereEd is the barrier for surface diffusion,i andEi are
the size and binding energy of the critical cluster, andn is
the prefactor for diffusion. By fitting the observed islan
densities to Eq. (1) we obtainx  0.27 6 0.01 andE 
0.43 6 0.03 eV. As opposed to the usual plotting o
Nx versusR for fixed T , we choose a more compac
way of presenting the data shown in Fig. 4. HereNx is
plotted versus the parameterRyn exps2EykT d, which we
calculate using the fitted value forE andn  1013 sec21.

The scaling behavior of Eq. (1) has been analytica
obtained in two cases: (i) for the well-studied case
isotropic diffusion the exponent isx2D  iysi 1 2d [4,8],
and (ii) for one-dimensional nucleation and growth, Eva
and Bartelt [8] find x1D  iys2i 1 2d. For the case
of i  1, different scaling is thus to be expected wi
x2D  1y3 andx1D  1y4, respectively. Higher values
of the critical island size lead in both cases to expone
considerably larger than the one seen experiment
and therefore we conclude thati  1 over the whole
temperature interval examined (a change away fromi  1
would prevent the observed collapse onto a single cur
Since E1  0, the E obtained from fitting by Eq. (1)
can directly be associated withEd . Because of the
complicated surface morphology, the determined va
must be interpreted as an effective or limiting barrier
the direction of fast diffusion.

Given that diffusion has been shown to be high
anisotropic, it would be tempting to jump to th

FIG. 4. Experimentally determined island densities,Nx, plot-
ted against the parameterRyn exps2EykTd (E  Ed since
i  1). The symbols correspond to the same deposition te
peratures as in Fig. 3(a).
89
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conclusion that the measured valuex  0.27 is a realiza-
tion of the 1D nucleation and growth scenario. Howev
kMC simulations reveal that the exponent can be ra
sensitive to several factors including both the deg
of anisotropy and the island shapes and some fur
discussion is therefore warranted.

If we first neglect the island shapes and use a po
island model in the simulations, the calculated expon
for infinitely anisotropic diffusion is seen to increa
monotonically as a function ofhxyR as also found in
Ref. [8]. In the regime of very largehxyR, it approaches
the value x  0.25 consistent with the analytic rate
equation results. However, including a small mobil
perpendicularly to the direction of fast diffusion chang
the exponent significantly; e.g., for an anisotropy
hxyhy  1000 it is increased to approximatelyx  0.30,
as can be seen from an extrapolation to the experimen
relevant regime forhxyRs109 1012d.

The point-island model completely neglects the s
tial extent of the islands. When the islands have a tw
dimensional shape, they will extend over, and may blo
an increasing number of diffusion channels as they gr
reducing the nucleation probability by capturing an
creasing number of adatoms. If this size-dependent
ture probability is included in the rate-equation analys
we obtainx  1y3 in the limit of infinitely anisotropic
diffusion [15]. This analytic result is in agreement wi
simulations with square islands. From simulations w
infinite anisotropy in the diffusion, we can extrapola
to find an exponent ofx  0.30 6 0.01 in the experi-
mentally relevant regime forhxyR. If the anisotropy is
hxyhy  1000, the value is increased to approximate
x  0.32, and thus the value for the exponent gets v
close to 1y3 as for isotropic diffusion.

To summarize, the simulations reveal that in a po
island model with anisotropic diffusion, values ofx

between 1y4 and 1y3 are expected depending on t
degree of anisotropy, whereas in a model with anisotro
diffusion and finite island sizes, a value forx close to 0.3
is expected. The valuex  0.27 obtained experimentally
thus seems to be best reproduced in the point-is
model, despite the fact that the islands are observe
be of finite extent. However, the blocking effect wou
be reduced if the diffusion on the Pt(100)-hex surface
such that there is essentially one channel of fast diffus
for each 6-atom period of the reconstruction. We sugg
that this is the case, and that the growth on this surf
thus represents an intermediate case between the p
island scenario and a situation with 2D islands.

It may be noted that Güntheret al. [5] have studied ho-
moepitaxial growth on Au(100)-hex and foundx  0.37
at variance with the resultx  0.27 obtained here for
Pt(100)-hex. This difference could be due to signific
dimer mobility in the Au case [16].

In conclusion, the submonolayer homoepitaxial grow
of Pt on the reconstructed Pt(100)-hex surface has b
90
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investigated with STM. The islands formed are compa
reconstructed, and two dimensional, and from the spa
distribution of islands highly anisotropic adatom diffu
sion is inferred. The effects of the combination of 2
islands and anisotropic diffusion have been investiga
in simple kMC simulations. By comparing simulated i
land size distributions to the ones obtained experim
tally, it is shown that coalescence occurs at an early st
in the growth process as well as it is demonstrated
dimer mobility is negligible. Finally, new theoretical re
sults for the scaling of island densities with rate and te
perature have been presented, and from the experimen
observed dependence, an effective barrier for surface
fusion is found and it is concluded that dimers are stab
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